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Jonathan Schechter – “Corpus Callosum” Column
Jackson Hole News&Guide – June 1, 2011

Two weeks ago, the News&Guide and I teamed up to publish the 2011 Jackson Hole Compass.  In
conjunction with its publication, the following day we hosted our first annual “State of Our Community”
conference.

The keynote speech I delivered drew from the
capstone essay I wrote for the Compass.  In both, I
talked about how, for the past 40 years, the foundation
of Jackson Hole’s middle class has been its
construction trades.  Now that foundation is collapsing. 
(Graph 1) 

Given our land use patterns and the state of the
economy, I don’t think the building trades will ever again
occupy their role as the foundation of Jackson Hole’s
middle class.  That belief took on added poignance
when someone asked me: “Who in Jackson Hole is
trying to figure out what will take construction’s place?”

My answer was both simple and disturbing: “No
one.”

To the best of my knowledge, in the past 50
years, Jackson Hole has vigorously embraced only two major economic development efforts: supporting the
founding of the Jackson Hole Ski Area in the early 1960s; and working to enact bed tax legislation in the mid-
1980s.

Other than that, planning has tended to focus on land use, leaving the economy to take care of itself. 
That’s certainly the case today, when local government’s energies are focused on updating the comp plan,
and our idea of economic development is using the lodging tax to bring in more tourists.  While both efforts
are important, neither is going to do much to affect the local economy.  More critically, neither is going to
address the gaping hole caused by the collapse of our building trades.

Going forward, if we do pursue some type of economic development, it’s actually a blessing that we’ll
be starting from scratch, for that “clean slate” frees us from any preconceived notions or bureaucratic
territoriality about what we should be doing, rather than what we might actually do.  However, our relative
inexperience with economic development also means that, if we do take active steps to create a new
economic core for our middle class, we’ll need to do something other than simply look to government or those
with a vested interest in promoting their extant industry.  Instead, the community as a whole will have to both
forge and pursue a vision for its new middle class.  That, or let market forces take their course, which will
likely mean a further stratification of the community between our haves and have nots.

So what should we do to build a new middle class?  Here’s my vision: “Jackson Hole – the Silicon
Valley of the environment.”

My vision was sparked by the packaging on my iPod, part of which reads: “Designed by Apple in
California.”   Not made in California, but designed.  Why?  Because in an increasingly flat world, economic
logic dictates manufacturing commodities some place other than California: the quality’s the same;
consumers don’t mind, and it’s far cheaper.  But before manufacturing comes design, and before design
comes the idea.  And it’s in these latter two fields that the Silicon Valley rules.  Consumers know this.  So too
does Apple, and not only acts accordingly, but touts it.
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Not only does Silicon Valley’s high-tech reputation create a cachet for Apple’s products, it creates a
wonderful positive feedback loop for the region’s economy.  Because it’s the world’s unquestioned leader in
high-tech innovation, the Silicon Valley is a magnet not only for the best high-tech engineers in the world, but
also the best product designers, venture capitalists, intellectual property lawyers, and all the others who form
the high-tech ecosystem.  And that ecosystem not only re-enforces itself by attracting even more such world
leaders; it also supports a thriving economy for businesses at a distant remove from high tech, things like
construction and retail and all the other services needed to support the region’s needs.

That’s what Jackson Hole can become for the environment industry.

When it comes to the environment industry, two realities are patently obvious.  One is that green
industry will explode over the next 50 years, for the world’s growing population will be forced to figure out
ways to live much more lightly on the land.  

The other is that no other place on earth has Jackson Hole’s public lands and conservation legacy,
and few have our combination of wealth, intellect, and sensibilities.  Combine all these elements, and we
have every ingredient necessary to become to the green industries of the future what Silicon Valley has
become to the high-tech industries of today: the epicenter of ideas that drive an industry.  And if we can
become that, we will have not only found a replacement for construction as the foundation of our middle
class, but done so in a way which complements both our tourism industry and our nature-oriented community
character.

All this is clear, and the opportunity is there for the taking.  What’s not at all clear, however, is whether
we have the courage, temperament, and foresight to embrace that opportunity.  I’ll explore all this further in
my next column.


